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Intrcrluctian. Ford's effort in Free Fonn Fabrication (FFF) began in 1987
with the fontation of an internal consortium, Calp)sed of a dozen different
activities, whose purpose was to evaluate and apply, where possible, this
errerging tecl:mology. Each of the consortium members agreed to contribute
sare rroney and, rrore irrportantly, one or rrore people to work on this
project. By the following year (1988) the first rrachine, an SLA-1, had been
installed at the Alpha Msmufacturing Develq:ment Center and fomed the
cornerstone of the FFF Lab.

An Early Success. By the end of the year a number of successful parts had

been built. One of the rrost drarratic was a rocker ann for the 1992 5L
engine. The story of this ann bas been told several t:i.Ires in articles and
presentations but, nonetheless, bears repeating. A yaung engineer had
designed this ann and had sent the design out to suppliers for quotes. (This
particular part is purchased fran outside.) Nonral practice at that t:i.Ire was
to use a 2-D detailed drawing to describe the part to be quoted. The initial
round of quotes had already been carpleted :based on the infontation contained

in the drawing. Four suppliers had been contacted and asked to quote. Three
of the four had responded with per-unit prices and the fourth had care back
with a "No-Bid". The engineer was assigned to the FFF lab, built a 3-D Solid
rrodel of the part and then used the rrodel to build a stereolithography
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prototype. It was only upon inspection of the prototype that he discovered a
problem with the design. He corrected the design and built a second prototype
to verify that the problem had been solved. Since the design had changed, a
second round of quoting was initiated. This time, however, plastic
stereolithography prototypes were sent to the suppliers in place of revised
drawings. Each of the suppliers carre back with a lower quote than on the
first round and the supplier who had IIno-bid ll first time around, carre in at
a price roughly 50 cents lower than anyone else. This reduction amounted to
several million dollars of savings per year.

Fundan:ental Value of FFF. The rocker arm story illustrates the basic

value of FFF technology. The ability to take a ccnputer rrodel and build an
accurate prototype of it in a few hours or days provides a new, highbandwidth medium of camunication for infoIltEltion about parts. Consider the
process by which 2-D drawings are produced today: the engineer conceptualizes
the part in his head; rrekes a few rough 2-D sketches and passes these along
to a designer or detailer who rrust first get an accurate concept of the
part, then, conceptually pass planes through the conceptualized part at

various angles and then accurately conceptualize how these cross-sections
would look; then he begins drawing these conceptualized cross-sections. This
is a very carplex and error-prone process. once the drawings are carplete,
they are sent to a nanufacturer who rrust then reverse the process conceptualI y
and reconstruct the original design intent fran the drawn cross-sectional

infoIltEltion - an even rcore carplex and error-prone process. All of this
conceptual

is carpletely short -circuited by FFF. The FFF prototype

becanes the prirrary rrethod of carmunicating all of the geanetric intricacies
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of the part. In a sense, representations of the part are replaced by the
part itself. It is never easy to quantify the benefits of inpraved

carrnunications, but the millions in savings spawned by the plastic rocker
ann certainly indicate that

11 ••

there I s gold in them thar hills! ! ! ... 11

FFF and P.r:ototyping. Prototypes have been in the mainstream of invention,
engineering and product developrent since Alley Oop first laid chisel to
stone in search of the wheel. In the PaSt, the role of prototyping has been
severely limited by our inability to produce prototypes rapidly and costeffectively. FFF holds out the ProsPect of being able to provide prototypes
at virtually every stage of product developrent. Let

Ire

en:phasize that this

ability is not here today, but is caning. Prototypes seem to fall into three
main categories, related to the stage of developrent of the product: I1touch
- feel" prototypes, I1fonn, fit, limited function l1 prototypes and fully
functional prototypes.
I1Tauch- Feel 11 Prototypes: Like the rocker ann cited above, these prototypes
are used in the early stages of design for a IlUll'ber of purposes - concept
verification, carrnunication of design intent, even for verifying the CAD
representation of the part. We have seen numerous examples where the FFF
prototype showed up a flaw in the CAD m:xlel that was not detectable on the
screen. This is the area where FFF currently has its greatest i.rrpa.ct.
11

Fonn, Fit, Limited Function l1 Prototypes: Canponents designed by different

activities nust often be assembled to fonn an integrated system. The ability
to build each carponent quickly and accurately is of trerrendous value in
assembly studies, in finding interferences and in discovering problems early
enough that they are easily handled. Again FFF prototypes are having a
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trerrendous in:pact in this arena. Fig. 1. shows a partial engine block, made
in an SLA 500. 'Ibis block was sent to the plant which was to manufacture it.
The plastic block was used to check aut tooling, fixturing, rraterial handling
equipre:nt and dunnage. A number of potentially costly problems were discovered
and corrected before the final specification for the plant equipre:nt. Fig.
2. shows an experirrental intake manifold rrade on a Cubital solider. 'Ibis
manifold was attached to an engine and nm through several power cycles to
detennine the effect of the design on engine perfonrance. We have made many
such manifolds on Cubital and SLA rrachines. The ability to actually test a
new design within a few days is a capability that our engineers have never

had before. 'Ibis is an exarrple of a "limited functionality" prototype.
Several of our divisions now make this type of prototype where the
functionality is prirrarily due to the gearetry. Mmifolds, throttle bodies,
pump housings, alternator housings and AC housings

are all exarrples of this

kind of application.

"Full Functionality" Prototypes: For the rrost part, FFF-generated parts
do not have the rraterial properties required for full functionality. In this
case, the FFF part is used as a m:::del or patte:r:n in a more traditional type
of manufacturing process. Fig. 3a shows a stereolithography transmission
case and Fig. 3b shows the aluminum casting that was made in our experirrental
foundry. Figs. 4a and 4b show a stereolithography crankshaft and the iron on
rrade fran it. In both instances, our engineers have gotten functional
prototypes in a fraction of the tine it would have taken using conventional
nEthods. Sand, plaster and investnEnt casting of nEtals and molding of sane
plastics (e.g. silicone rubber molding of polyurethane) are all sped up
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dra:natically by the use of FFF models as rattems. Significant time reductions
(at least 50%) in the prototyping process are a.1Irost universal.

FFF and Tcx:iling. A recent study has estimated that there are 1200 PARTS
THAT mST BE DESIGNED AND :MANOFACIURED FOR EACH PART THAT GOES INTO THE

AVERAGE FORD VEHICLE. Tooling I fixtures I ma.terial bandling and durrnage all
fall into this catego:ry. A similar study by GM came up with an estimate of
about 1800 such r:arts. Since work on these r:arts can't seriously begin until
the product design is reasonably stable, it seems evident that the application
of FFF to this arena will be essential to reduce time to ma.rket. We are
currently carrying aut work to develop ways of ma.king tools (molds and dies)
directly fran FFF r:arts. Fig. 5 shows an FFF r:art in the right foreground.
It is actually a sand core which will be assembled into a sand mold to ma.ke
an aluminum engine block. This r:articular core will be an internal oil drain
Passage. To the left of the r:art is a stereolithography prototype of the
r:art sitting in a mold half. This was produced by designing the mold half on
a CAD station with the r:art enibedded. In the background are two epoxy mold
halves which were famed as follows: the right mold half was famed directly
fran the stereolithography piece. The left half was then famed fran the
right half with the r:art inserted.
FFF Limits. These few exan:ples illustrate the variety of r:arts and
applications that we have carpleted. Where applicable FFF gives a trerErJdous
advantage in te:r::ms of time savings and cost savings. However, not all of the
r:arts the Ford JXbtor Carpany ma.kes can be successfully prototyped tooay
using FFF. The most obvious limit is the size of a r:art that can be built in
one piece. :M3ny of our r:arts rrust be built in two or more pieces and then
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joined. In rrany cases this is a perfectly satisfactory process, prcxiucing
acceptable prototypes. However, this approach doesn't work, for example, in
the area of large sheet rretal parts. No machine available tc:x:lay can build a
durable hocxi or fender aut of any material. Along with size, the layering
process appears to be an i.rrped.i.rrent in very thin but extended parts.
Coopared to rrore traditional processes for making prototypes, FFF is nothing

short of a rni:r:acle. After a while however, speaking of limits, one begins to
becare impatient with the build speed of tc:x:laY's FFF machines. (An example
of the infinite perversity of ham sapiens? - They're NEVER satisfied.)
Given the :r:apid (and seemingly accele:r:ating) pace of develq:roent in the
FFF arena and the fact that the industry is still in its infancy, we can
expect to see rrany of tc:x:lay's limits avercare in very short order.
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